
1.We developed a computational model to identify tumor & lymphocytes, 

and quantified immune-tumor interaction from histopathology images. 

2.We discovered that better survival outcome of ER+ in breast tumor is 

correlated with the “band-pattern like” lymphocyte pattern in TME

3.Brisk-diffuse pattern group expresses less CD8 & more M2 cells than 

band-pattern like group

4.Brisk-diffuse pattern group expresses more CD8 exhaustion biomarker, 

especially LAG3

5.This method could be extended to another tumor type with lymphocyte 

and tumor mapping to study TME

Cancer progression is profoundly affected by the tumor microenvironment

(TME) and the immune system. Identifying the landscape of tumor-immune

interaction is therefore important to probe this complex tumor system. We

aimed to develop a deep learning model to identify tumor-infiltrating

lymphocytes (TIL) & tumor in H&E digital slides, and correlated the tumor-

immune interaction pattern to clinical outcomes to further study the TME.

1,015 H&E diagnosis slides were downloaded from The Cancer Genome

Atlas (TCGA). Ground truth of lymphocytes and tumor areas are manually

annotated by the domain experts. We trained a convolutional neural

network to classify patches of images and generated lymphocyte and

tumor maps. Tumor-immune interaction patterns were further extracted

from the lymphocyte and tumor map at the pixel level and correlated to

molecular and clinical data. We first used the number of lymphocytes

presented within the tissue to identify hot tumors from cold tumors. For hot

tumors, we further utilized tumor borders and lymphocyte positions to

separate them into “band-pattern like” group and “brisk-diffuse pattern”

group. We discovered that, within “hot tumors”, the brisk-diffuse pattern

group correlates to poorer prognosis than the band-pattern like group in ER

positive breast cancer. We also found brisk-diffuse pattern group expresses

more M2 macrophage signature, and more CD8+ T cell exhaustion

biomarker from transcriptomics molecular data.
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• Keren et al., utilized multiplexed imaging of 36 proteins in 41 TNBC

patients and discovered that compartmentalized phenotype (like band-

pattern group) correlates with better overall survival. The phenomenon

we observed may be general for TME in the other tumor type.

• In the future, this model can be expanded to other features of interest,

such as vasculature, fibroblasts, nerves, etc. and study their interaction

with tumor to better understand the whole landscape of TME.

• A future improvement includes that an auto-encoder could be further

applied to extract features correlating to patient outcomes.
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CD8 exhaustion biomarker vs. lymphocyte pattern in ER+ subgroup

Brisk-diffuse pattern (group 4) expresses more CD8 exhaustion 

biomarker than band-pattern (group 1), especially LAG3

Immune component vs. lymphocyte pattern in ER+ subgroup

Brisk-diffuse pattern (group 4) expresses less CD8 & more M2 

cells than band-pattern (group 1)

Group 4 has 

much more 

TILs than

group 5

HER2+ TNBC ER+

Brisk-diffuse pattern shows poor survival outcome in ER+ group

However, Group 4 and

group 5 show poor 

survival outcomes!

Brisk-diffuse pattern (group 4) shows poor survival outcome than 

band-pattern (group 1)
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A deep learning model trained to 

identify lymphocytes and tumor in 

7 TCGA tumor types, including 

BRCA, COAD, LUSC, SKCM, 

STAD, UCEC, HNSC


